- **Name of award:** Excellence in Teaching First-Year Seminars award
  
  **Granting Organization:** National Resource Center
  
  **Description:** This award recognizes the accomplishment of incoming faculty who are first time professors.
  
  **Eligibility:**
  - Must be teacher of record for first-year seminars (or other first year student success courses) for a minimum of two terms within three years of the nomination;
  - Must be college/university faculty or staff;
  - The following individuals are not eligible for the award for excellence in Teaching First-Year Seminars: National Resource Center staff and fellows; current members of the Center’s National Advisory Board; and students, staff, and faculty of the University of South Carolina system as well as all McGraw-Hill Higher Education staff and associates.
  
  **Contact Information:** [www.sc.edu/fye/awards/teaching/index.html](http://www.sc.edu/fye/awards/teaching/index.html)

- **Name of award:** Teaching Award
  
  **Granting Organization:** The American Society of Criminology
  
  **Description:** This award is meant to identify and reward teaching excellence that has been demonstrated by individuals either:
  - at an educational institution where the nominee is recognized and celebrated as a master teacher of criminology and criminal justice, or;
  - at a regional or national level as a result of that individual’s sustained efforts to advance criminological/criminal justice education.
  
  **Eligibility:**
  - Evidence of teaching accomplishments, which may include:
  - Student evaluations, which may be qualitative or quantitative, from recent years or over the course of the nominee’s career;
  - Peer reviews of teaching;
  - Nominee statements of teaching philosophy and practices;
  - Evidence of mentoring;
  - Evidence of research on teaching (papers presented on teaching, teaching journals edited, etc.);
  - Selected syllabi;
  - Letters of nomination/reference;
  - Other evidence of teaching achievements.
  
  **Contact Information:**
  American Society of Criminology
  1314 Kinnear Road, Suite 212
  Columbus, Ohio 43212
Name of Award: **Grant for Educators**

Granting Organization: **National Education Association**

Description: **This gives public school educators the ability to enhance teaching and learning.**

Eligibility:
Applicants must be practicing in the U.S:
- Public school educators in grades Pre k-12;
- Public school education support professionals, or;
- Faculty and staff at public higher education institutions.

Contact Information:
The NEA Foundation  
T. 202-822-7840  
F. 202-822-7779  
1201 16th street, NW  
Washington, DC 20036  
Foundation_info@nca.org

Name of award: **Jane S. Halonen Teaching Excellence Award**

Granting Organization: **American Psychological Association**

Description: **These awards are designed to recognize different types of teachers all across the country. Nominees must be members of the society of teaching psychology and are allowed to join at any time.**

Eligibility:
Because this award is for the first seven years of teaching at any level, applicants will follow the criteria related to the category for which they are eligible (i.e., 4-year college, 2-year college, high school.)

Contact Information:
Amy Fineburg  
Chair, STP Teach Awards Committee  
Phone: 205-682-5390  
Email: teachingawards@teachpsych.org
Name of award: **Robert S. Daniel Teaching Excellence Award**

Granting Organization: **American Psychological Association**

Description: *These awards are designed to recognize different types of teachers all across the country. Nominees must be members of the society of teaching psychology and are allowed to join at any time.*

Eligibility:
- Effective teaching;
- Mentoring student professional development;
- Advancing teaching and learning through service and;
- Training high school, community college, or college/university teachers.

Contact Information:
Amy Fineburg  
Chair, STP Teach Awards Committee  
Phone: 205-682-5390  
Email: teachingawards@teachpsych.org

Name of award: **Wilbert J. McKeachie Teaching Excellence Award**

Granting Organization: **American Psychological Association**

Description: *These awards are designed to recognize different types of teachers all across the country. Nominees must be members of the society of teaching psychology and are allowed to join at any time.*

Eligibility:
- Demonstrated influence in interesting students in the field of psychology;
- Development of effective teaching methods and/or teaching materials;
- Outstanding performance as a classroom teacher and;
- Concerns with professional identity as a teacher of psychology.

Contact Information:
Amy Fineburg  
Chair, STP Teach Awards Committee  
Phone: 205-682-5390  
Email: teachingawards@teachpsych.org
**Adjunct Faculty Teaching Excellence Award**

**Granting Organization:** American Psychological Association

**Description:** These awards are designed to recognize different types of teachers all across the country. Nominees must be members of the society of teaching psychology and are allowed to join at any time.

**Eligibility:**
- This award is intended to recognize sustained excellence in teaching psychology by individuals who teach part-time at academic institutions.
- Must have effective teaching methods, or teaching materials that exemplify outstanding performance as a classroom educator.
- Show stimulation of student interest/advancement in psychology.
- Demonstrate a commitment to student learning and intellectual growth.

**Contact Information:**
Amy Fineburg
Chair, STP Teach Awards Committee
Phone: 205-682-5390
Email: teachingawards@teachpsych.org

**Patty Jo Watson Distinguished Lecture**

**Granting Organization:** The Archaeology Division of the American Anthropological Association

**Description:** Each selected lecturer delivers a talk at the annual meeting, and the distinguished lectures may subsequently be published in American Anthropologist.

**Eligibility:** Consult Website

**Contact Information:**
Christopher A. Pool
Department of Anthropology
Phone: 859-257-2793
Website: [http://www.aaanet.org/sections/ad/awards/#Patty_Jo_Watson](http://www.aaanet.org/sections/ad/awards/#Patty_Jo_Watson)
Name of Award: **Gordon R Willey Prize**

Granting Organization: **The Archaeology Division of the American Anthropological Association**

Description: **This prize recognizes the best archaeology paper published in the *American Anthropologist* over a period of three years.**

Eligibility: Consult website

Contact Information:
Christopher A. Pool  
Department of Anthropology  
Phone: 859-257-2793  
Website: [http://www.aanet.org/sections/ad/awards/#Gordon_R_Willey](http://www.aanet.org/sections/ad/awards/#Gordon_R_Willey)

Name of Award: **Cherry Award**

Granting Organization: **Baylor University**

Description: **The Cherry Award program is designed to honor great teachers, to stimulate discussion in the academy about the value of teaching, and to encourage departments and institutions to value their own great teachers.**

Eligibility:
- Individuals nominated for the award need to have a proven record as an extraordinary teacher with a positive, inspiring, and long lasting effect on students, along with a record of distinguished scholarship.

Contact Information:
Baylor University  
One Bear Place #97412  
Waco, TX 76798  
Phone: 254-710-2923  
Email: Cherry_Award@baylor.edu  
Website: [www.baylor.edu/cherry_awards](http://www.baylor.edu/cherry_awards)
Name of Award: **David J. Langum, Sr. Prize in American Legal History or Biography**

Granting Organization: **The Langum Charitable Trust**

Description: **This $1,000 prize is made annually to the best university press book in American Legal history or biography that is accessible to the educated general public.**

Eligibility:
- Published books in American Legal History or Biography should be rooted in sound scholarship, with themes that touch upon matters of general concern to the American public, past or present.

Contact Information:
The Langum Charitable Trust
2809 Berkley Drive
Birmingham, Alabama 5242
Email: Langumtrust@gmail.com
Website: [http://www.langumtrust.org/legal_history.html](http://www.langumtrust.org/legal_history.html)

Name of Award: **Award of Merit for Outstanding Leadership and Achievements in the Teaching of Philosophy and the Lennsen Prize**

Granting Organization: **The American Association of Philosophy Teachers**

Description: **The Lennsen prize is offered to the best essay on the general theme of philosophy teaching that has appeared in the two calendar years before the AAPT biennial conference.**

Eligibility:
- Must have published an essay on the general theme of philosophy teaching.

Contact Information: [http://philosophyteachers.org/aapt-awards/](http://philosophyteachers.org/aapt-awards/)
Name of award: **The chancellor’s Award for Excellence in Undergraduate Mathematics Instruction**

Granting Organization: **CUNY**

Description: The award, on behalf of the Office of the Chancellor, is administered through CUNY’s Central Office of Academic Affairs. There are a maximum of six $5,000 awards per year: two in each of the three campus sectors (community colleges, comprehensive colleges, and senior colleges), with up to one award per sector to a full-time faculty member and one to a part-time faculty member.

Eligibility:
- They must be current Mathematics (full-time or part-time) faculty at the nominating CUNY college.
- The instructional technique/innovation described in the application must be for a course at any level from developmental math through and including undergraduate calculus at the nominating college during the past fall and the previous spring semesters.
- If the applicant is a part-time faculty member, s/he must have taught at least 12 contact hours at the nominating college during the previous calendar year, and must be teaching at least 6 contact hours during the semester in which the award would be received.

Contact Information:

Name of award: **Bruce Smith Sr. Award**

Granting Organization: **Academy of Criminal Justice Sciences**

Description: These awards are designed to recognize and encourage outstanding investigations influencing teacher education and or student learning.

Eligibility:
- Demonstration of leadership in the administration of criminal justice as an academic and/or professional discipline in a manner, which reflects the highest standards of integrity and performance.
- Active involvement in criminal justice research or other endeavor, which has made substantial contributions to the emerging body of knowledge in criminal justice.

Contact Information:
Name of award: **Academy Fellow Award**

Granting Organization: **Academy of Criminal Justice Sciences**

Description: **These awards are designed to recognize and encourage outstanding investigations influencing teacher education and or student learning.**

Eligibility:

- Be a distinguished contributor to criminal justice education.
- Scholarly achievement in the faculty member’s discipline. Includes, but is not limited to, books, articles, reviews, technical reports, grants or papers to scholarly associations.
- Professional contributions to the Academy include active participation or leadership in the Academy through workshops, conferences, panels, or offices.
- Other recognitions to include: awards; fellowships; visiting lecture/professor; and office holder in state, regional, national, or international societies.
- Minimum of five (5) years teaching courses on crime and/or criminal justice.

Contact Information:
http://www.acjs.org/pubs/167_770_3512.cfm

Name of Award: **Outstanding Book Award**

Granting Organization: **Academy of Criminal Justice Sciences**

Description: **These awards are designed to recognize and encourage outstanding investigations influencing teacher education and or student learning.**

Eligibility:

- Extraordinary contribution to the study of crime and criminal justice.
- Book must be published within three (3) calendar years prior to the meeting at which the award will be given.
- In general, edited books, textbooks, and serials are not eligible. Exceptions can be made for books that offer a new theoretical framework or otherwise make a significant advance in scholarship.
- A book may be considered no more than twice for the award.
- Edited volumes, which include previously published works, are not eligible for the book award.
- At least one author must be a member of ACJS at the time the book is nominated.

Contact Information:  
http://www.acjs.org/pubs/167_770_3512.cfm

Name of Award: **SAGE Junior Faculty Professional Development Teaching Award**

Granting Organization: **Academy of Criminal Justice Sciences**

Description: These awards are designed to recognize and encourage outstanding investigations influencing teacher education and or student learning.

Eligibility:

- Be a current ACJS member at the time of application.
- Have received most recent graduate degree within the past 5 years.
- Have taught full time for less than 5 years. There is no limit on part-time teaching experience.
- Be currently teaching in a criminal justice/criminology program at a regionally accredited institution of higher education.
- Be an untenured faculty member or doctoral level teaching assistant.
- Submit a complete electronic application by the due date.

Contact Information:  
http://www.acjs.org/pubs/167_770_3512.cfm

Name of Award: **ACJS Minority Mentorship Grant Award**

Granting Organization: **Academy of Criminal Justice Sciences**

Description: These awards are designed to recognize and encourage outstanding investigations influencing teacher education and or student learning.

Eligibility:

- A member of ACJS at the time of application.
- A senior faculty member (full professor).
- Demonstrated excellence in teaching.
- Established record of scholarship productivity in criminal justice.
- Currently teaching in a CRJ/CRIM department at a regionally accredited institution of higher education [may be at the same or different institution than the mentee].
- Commitment to provide a one-year program of active mentorship to the mentee.
- Submitted a complete electronic application by the due date.
Contact Information: http://www.acjs.org/pubs/167_770_3512.cfm

Name of Award: **Collaborative Incentive Research Grant Program**

Granting Organization: **CUNY**

Description: **This research grant is designed for tenure-track or tenured faculty at CUNY campuses, who wish to collaborate with faculty from two or more CUNY colleges or interdisciplinary collaborations that may include faculty at the same campus, from different departments.**

Eligibility:

- The Institutional Review Board (IRB) or Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC) must approve research involving human or animal subjects prior to the release of any funds.
- Proposals without a clearly defined authentic research project are ineligible.
- Faculty members may participate in and submit only one proposal for the present rounds of the CUNY Collaborative Incentive Research Grant.

Contact Information: http://www.cuny.edu/research/faculty-resources/internal-funding-programs/collaborative-incentive-grant/CIRG_R21_guidelines_11_7_2013.pdf